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1. 

 

CAST 

ELLIOT/BRONY2012 Male. Latino. Late 20s. His online handle, BRONY2012, is a 

portmanteau of My Little Pony fandom and the Kony2012 

slactivism campaign. His mask reflects that. 

BRIAN/FARTICUS Male. White. Early 20s. As he is a troll par excellence, his 

mask is like a Troll doll, with giant, sparkling eyes and wild, 

pink hair. His attire is deliberately something the opposite of 

that: S&M gear, or Roman gladiator attire. 

STARK Male. Late 40s. 

ONICA Female. African-American. Late 20s. Also plays SANDRA. 

ENSEMBLE 1 Male. 30s. Also plays SERVER and S.W.A.T. OFFICER 

ENSEMBLE 2 Gender neutral. Any age. Also plays SENATOR 

REYNOLDS. 

ENSEMBLE 3 Female. Teens. Also plays ROXY. 

KELLY Female. Mixed race. Four years old. 

 

'ENSEMBLE' refers to the various internet commenters (/b/tards, Tweeters, Facebook Friends). 

All of the /b/TARDS wear the same mask: either the V for Vendetta Guy Fawkes mask, or 

simple face-obscuring pantyhose; something that stresses anonymity. If needed, Actors 5 and 6 

can be consolidated into one actor.  
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SETTING 

 

On one part of the stage, the Bronx apartment of Elliot Hernandez, with a BED, DESK with 

COMPUTER, TABLE, CHAIRS, and other assorted furnishings. For the rest, various websites 

and platforms online. A prominent SCREEN displays the name or logo of a given website. 

 

TIME 

 

The near present. 

 

A NOTE ON STAGING 

 

Characters on the internet have an avatar, a mask that obscures their face. Real-world characters 

with avatars switch between them by putting on or removing the mask with no ritual, delay, or 

'tricks.' The online activity, as should become clear, is a literalization of things done on the 

internet. It is not within the story proper an actual parallel world of sci-fi or magical realism, any 

more than the real internet is. 

 

A NOTE ON STAGING 

 

Characters on the internet have an avatar, a mask that obscures their face. Real-world characters 

with avatars switch between them by putting on or removing the mask with no ritual, delay, or 

'tricks.' The online activity, as should become clear, is a literalization of things done on the 

internet. It is not within the story proper an actual parallel world of sci-fi or magical realism, any 

more than the real internet is. 

 

A NOTE ON INTERNET COMMENTERS 

The /b/tards and other internet commenters are labelled 1, 2, and 3, but the actors are not 

necessarily playing the same speaker with each new line. So, /b/TARD 1's second line, "OH MY 

GOD" is not necessarily spoken by the same person as the one who spoke the first, "hay, /b/  

play a game with me."  Sometimes continuity is implied. As much as possible, the actors should 

play with different characters to emphasize the multiplicity of voices on the web. Since much of 

what they say is by design random and pointless, it should not be given undue emphasis. Rather 

it should be delivered sotto voce as a kind of background noise, as a bass line over which the 

more on-topic comments can be delivered. 

A NOTE ON PRONUNCIATION 

Internet chatspeak pronunciation is left to the discretion of the actor--'lol' can be spelled out (el-

oh-el) or said as a word (lole, or lawl), for instance. If it is an emoji or symbol, pronunciation is 

provided in parentheses. Hashtags (#) and handles (@) should be spoken, e.g. "at 

RobertStarkDS, hashtag-luckygirl.' 
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ACT I 

SCENE 1 

(PROJECTION: A screensaver. LIGHTS UP on 

ELLIOT HERNANDEZ, on his phone.) 

ELLIOT 

So yeah, what would you have me doing? Like, responsibilities. 

... Well yeah, I have "social media experience," who doesn't? 

... Sorry, no, I just... 

... Isn't there anything else? Like, redesigning the site's layout? I saw your code, 

shit is mad ugly. 

... Hello? 

The fuck! 

(He hangs up the phone. ) 

ELLIOT 

'Social media experience' my fuckin' ass. 

(He goes to his computer and goes online.) 

PROJECTION: INTERNET RELAY CHAT.  

(The chat room is a cacophony of indistinct voices and 

CHAT USERS.) 

BRONY 

Farticus bitch, u here? 

PROJECTION SUBHEAD: YOU HAVE ENTERED 

I HEART THE FART. 

(From the shadows steps FARTICUS.) 

FARTICUS 

hearting some farting, Brony? 

BRONY 

wanted to get your attention 

no homo 

FARTICUS 

man, who the fuck says no homo? 

BRONY 
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you, homo. 

not even gonna say hello? 

FARTICUS 

yo, homo 

BRONY 

you know that yo means I in Spanish 

so really you just said, "I am a homo" 

FARTICUS 

no, YOU just said you're a homo 

homo 

BRONY 

I know a homo, but I'm no homo 

Fag 

FARTICUS 

fuck off  

BRONY 

so you got everything you needed 

FARTICUS 

shit yeah bro 

was easy 

BRONY 

naturally 

I made it easy 

FARTICUS 

user friendly for unfriendly users 

that program of yours gave me everything: name, address, email, phone, friends 

did it really scrape all of Facebook? 

BRONY 

all the public pages 

FARTICUS 

you sir are a wizard 

Abra Cabadass 

BRONY 

lol 

FARTICUS 
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alright, its showtime 

PROJECTION: TWITTER  

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

The government has a goddamn boner for electronic surveillance. They're reading 

our emails, logging our phone calls. 

(tweet) 

They know where we shop, where we live, who we fuck and what we fuck them 

with. 

(tweet) 

And now they're trying to pass some shit bill that will make things even worse, all 

in the name of "security." 

(tweet) 

But surveillance and transparency work both ways. If the govt is going to know 

everything about us, then it's only fair we know everything about them. 

(tweet) 

Surveillance is a two-way street. It's like a turd, caught precisely between two 

assholes. Which is the exit, and which the entrance? 

(tweet) 

In the new Panopticon, there's no distinguishing the jailers and the jailed. 

(He pulls out a LIST.) 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

It's time for a little prison riot. 

ELLIOT 

Aw shit. 

PROJECTION: 4CHAN 

/B/ 

(A Tower-of-Babel cacophony of /b/'s freewheeling 

depravity is heard, a multitude of overlapping obscenities 

and random discussion. Farticus puts on a /b/tard mask.) 

FARTICUS 

alright, /b/, I've got a little gift for you. a comprehensive collection of 

congressmen and women and their staffers, alphabetized by name, and including 

family members, email addresses, and phone numbers. go nuts. 

/B/TARDS 

Ooh la la 

I wrote my Senator, I did my fucking part 

Im gonna send them a pic of my dick 
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or someone elses dick. 

fucking A 

My Congressman's got some hot-ass daughters. 

all the dicks go to congress 

Post your favorite MILFs here 

what is this shit?  

bunch of fascists. Put em up against the wall 

any of you played the newest Call of Duty? 

death to America 

n00bs need to read their fucking Chomsky 

INTERNET RELAY CHAT 

FARTICUS 

they are... not persuaded 

BRONY 

damn man 

FARTICUS 

care to step in and give them a little wink wink nudge nudge? 

BRONY 

man u know I don't like to get involved 

FARTICUS 

your not getting involved, your getting THEM involved 

BRONY 

can't argue with that 

FARTICUS 

its all anonymous anyway, no one will know it's u 

BRONY 

yeah ok 

(Brony steps into the fray. With each line he changes his 

voice.) 

BRONY-/B/TARD 

The fuck have they ever done for anyone? 

looks fun, lol 

I consider it a patriotic duty! 

yea lets do it 

/B/TARDS 
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meh 

Moralfags 

fuck off 

You aren't the boss. No one is boss. 

/B/TARD 

we're not your private army, newfag 

BRONY-/B/TARD 

This bill threatens everything we hold dear! 

/B/TARD 

And that would be, what exactly? 

BRONY-/B/TARD 

FREEDOM BITCHES. With this bill they're going to give the feds and cops full 

authority to go after anyone who says things they don't like. And what do we do 

besides things that people don't like? 

/B/TARD 

Your mom. 

BRONY-/B/TARD 

Congress thinks they can just whip their crusty dick out and fuck us in the ass. 

Now I want to know, are you fags fucking men? Or are you fags, fucking men! 

/B/TARD 

Speaking only for myself, I'm a man who fucks fags. 

(The cacophony grows louder.) 

/B/TARD-BRONY 

EVERYBODY GET IN HERE RIGHT NOW 

AMERICA, FUCK YEAH! 

RAAAAAAGE 

KILL THOSE FUCKS 

USA! USA! USA! USA! 

 

/B/TARDS 

all those dicks in DC, its like Schoolhouse Cocks 

what about the women in DC? 

FASTER PUSSYWHIP! KILL! KILL! 

Lolwhut 

lets fucking DO IT 

GET THEMA knocking. 
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GIRL VOICE (O.S.) 

Daddy? We're here! 

TWITTER. 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

The Internet knows where to find the worker bees of Capitol Hill. They ought to 

brace themselves for a canful of Raid. 

ELLIOT 

Okay, Kelly! Just a minute! 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

We watch the Watchmen, bitches, even if it was a shitty movie 

(Lights fade as the /b/tards' babbling and yelling reaches a 

crescendo.) 

 

   SCENE 2 

(The 4chan chatter recedes into applause. Lights up on 

ROBERT STARK.) 

PROJECTION:TEDTALKS 

STARK 

(he holds up a strip of bacon) 

This, is government.  

(he holds up an ice cream cone) 

And this, is the free market. Two great tastes that taste great together. 

I can feel your skepticism! And I can understand it too. This conflict, between 

government and private enterprise, has been with us from the very birth of our 

country. The market fundamentalists bemoan the wastefulness of government 

meddling, while the government boosters want to rein in the excesses of unbridled 

capitalism. There is the market and there is the government, and never the twain 

shall... meet. 

But I am here to tell you ladies and gentlemen, that that paradigm is over. My 

being here is proof of it. Today's world is a world of digital frontiers, in which a 

person can use an Apple device to access the internet built by government funds, 

to look for an odd job  listed on Craigslist. At every step of every transaction, 

there are public and private utilities and services being put to use, the removal of 

any of which will cause the whole process to grind to a halt. It's no use raging 

against Big Government or Big Business--they are what make modern living 

possible. They are what allow us to think Big! 
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Instead of being locked in eternal conflict, the two sides should be working 

towards the greater good. And we are.  

(he sticks the bacon in the ice cream) 

We at Stark Solutions, which was founded only five short years ago, have 

partnered with government agencies and made a name for ourselves, fortifying the 

nation's digital infrastructure that makes it possible for you to pay your bills, to 

start a business, to buy and sell goods and services, and keep in touch with your 

friends and loved ones, and even the ones you don't care about so much. We've 

been awarded R&D contracts with the Department of Defense, and are providing 

consultation to Senator Reynolds' office on the new internet security bill making 

its way through the Senate. The talking heads still talk of a divided America, but 

the internet has always been a harbinger of the future, and it has long since moved 

on. 

Now the old, cold culture war has come to an amicable ceasefire, but a new war is 

under way already. Hackers, crackers, spammers, trolls, all of them are 

accountable to no one but themselves and exist only to disrupt and destroy others 

for their own satisfaction. Just yesterday a notorious hacker broke into Facebook's 

network and proceeded to sweep up the private information on a multitude of 

public servants and their staff, and proceeded to publish that information. What 

followed was a spree of vandalism, harassment, intimidation, and wanton cruelty 

against people, particularly women, who had done absolutely nothing. Cell 

phones were bombarded with lewd and violent images. Escorts and SWAT Teams 

were sent to peoples' homes, homes with children and pets, some of whom were 

shot. All as part of a sick, sick joke. 

(the ice cream scoop falls off) 

The hacker responsible, or should I say, irresponsible, calls himself Farticus, and I 

frankly cannot think of a better name. He is a rebel, but only the most childish, 

destructive sort. In public he lobs obscenities and insults.  

(A STAGEHAND comes out with a hand broom. Stark 

shoos him away.) 

Behind the scenes he contributes to and abets the most deviant elements of the 

internet. He is antithetical to progress, to stability and social harmony, to society 

itself. He is a threat to everyone. And rest assured, the FBI, with the help of Stark 

Solutions, is looking into this case. We have the means of finding out who he is, 

and it is only a matter of time until he is  

(stomps on the ice cream scoop) 

caught and brought to justice, and order is restored. 

I add that this, Farticus, is the tip of an ugly, ugly ice cream...berg. Iceberg.  

(he signals the Stagehand, who mops up) 

You stick your head into the darker corners of the internet, and you will find 

networks of the worst kind of people you can imagine. I've spent years chasing 

drug dealers, child pornographers, assassin rings, and international criminal and 

terrorism organizations, all of whom operate in the shadows, all of whom are 

enabled by the anonymity afforded them by the internet, especially the so-called 

"Dark Internet," the vast network of websites that go untracked by search engines 

and the public at large. 
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These are the stakes. Your peace of mind and well-being, your very life, can be 

threatened by a faceless stranger with only a computer keyboard and modem at 

his disposal. Only government and commerce, together, have the resources and 

the will to track these anarchists down. Government provides the infrastructure... 

(Stagehand gives him a bowl made of bacon and pint of ice 

cream) 

...with which the market...  

(he scoops ice cream into the bacon bowl) 

...can work its magic. Together they can strike a blow against bad actors, acting in 

bad faith, and bad taste. Thank you very much. 

(He takes a bite out of the bacon and the ice cream 

together. Lights down as applause begin. As the applause 

fades, a single pair of hands continue to clap: Farticus, 

from Twitter.) 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

I agree with @RobertStarkSolutions completely. The internet is a wonderful 

facilitator for free enterprise. 

(tweet) 

 @RobertStarkSolutions I'm glad that drug dealers, child pornographers & 

assassination rings are there for those who need them. They're like national parks. 

(Lights up on other Twitter users who retweet Farticus' 

tweet, first loudly and the rest of the time sotto voce.) 

TWEETERS 

(tweet) 

@Farticus @RobertStarkSolutions "I'm glad that drug dealers, child 

pornographers & assassination rings are there for those who need them. They're 

like national parks." 

TWEETER 3 

(tweet) 

Even by TED Talk standards, that was pretty bad 

TWEETER 2 

(tweet) 

What's the problem? What did he say that was incorrect? 

TWEETER 3 

(tweet) 

God, @Farticus is the worst. 
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TWEETER 1 

(tweet) 

@Farticus @RobertStarkSolutions is such a tool. How did he ever get to where he 

is? 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

Your question answers itself, @ShitBrickHaus. 

(The retweeting becomes deafening. SMASH SPOT on 

Stark, also on Twitter.) 

STARK 

(tweet) 

I was going to ignore @Farticus, but this retweeting makes that next to 

impossible. 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

LOL, I win the internet, @RobertStarkSolutions 

(tweet) 

Plz retreet, my little bitches. 

TWEETERS 

(tweet) 

"LOL, I win the internet, @RobertStarkSolutions." 

STARK 

(tweet) 

@Farticus Why are you doing this? I am genuinely curious what drives a person 

to be so obnoxious. 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

@RobertStarkSolutions wants an origin story! Very well. I first learned my hatred 

of humanity through the Holocaust.  

(tweet) 

The murder of my family taught me that only mutants deserved to survive. Thus 

did I become Fag-neato, master of faggotism. 

(tweet) 

I kid, @RobertStarkSolutions. With all apologies to Gandalf the Gay. You want 

to know why this player hates? Really? 

STARK 

Really, @Farticus. 

(Silence.) 
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FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

when I was growing up, I didnt have many friends. I was what you would call an 

awkward child, shy. I didn't talk to people, and when I did, I would mumble and 

had to be told  

(tweet) 

to make eye contact with people. my parents weren't much help, they were too 

busy working. I was a latchkey kid, left to my devices to raise myself and the best 

device I 

(tweet) 

owned, my pride and joy, was my computer. it was an ass-old IBM that my 

parents owned, already an antique then. it ran DOS, that's how old it was; we 

were too fucking poor to 

(tweet) 

own anything better. I took that computer apart and learned its workings inside 

out, and I learned to code. I learned to create, and I would have been content to go 

on 

(tweet) 

creating, but then I was taught destruction. one day, when I was twelve, I was 

bringing some disks home from school with me. they were nothing special, just 

some fucking  

(tweet) 

games: half-life, duke nukem, but goddamn, they were my life. 

(tweet) 

so I was just minding my own business, coming home, looking forward to dicking 

around and looking for porn online when a couple of guys who  

(tweet) 

were up to no good started making trouble in my neighborhood. I got in one little 

fight and my mom got scared, she said 'you're movin' with your auntie and uncle 

in bel air' 

TWEETER 3 

LOL 

TWEETER 1 

I knew it. I knew it was coming. 

TWEETER 2 

This is so stupid. I love it. 

STARK 

@Farticus can laugh now, but I don't think he'll find prison very funny. 

FARTICUS 

What are you talking about @RobertStarkSolutions? Prison rape jokes are a genre 

unto themselves. 
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STARK 

Ladies and gentlemen, @Farticus, the savior of the internet. 

FARTICUS 

(tweet) 

For realsies, if @RobertStarkSolutions is really that upset about people being rude 

on the internet, I'll give him something to really cry about. 

(tweet) 

If he really wants to take me on, let him. 

(tweet) 

I've got an arsenal ready for some constitutionally protected self-defense. In the 

words of our greatest president and cheerleading movie, #BringItOn. 

(tweet) 

I'm coming for you, @RobertStarkSolutions. Platonically. XOXO, F<3 

[pronounced: Eff-Heart] 


